College Men’s Associate
Central Church
Position Summary
The College Men’s Associate is a key leader within Central’s College Ministry. The Associate is
responsible for supporting the College Minister in all aspects of ministry including outreach,
discipleship, administration, and strategy for one of the largest and most unique collegiate
mission fields in the world. This position is part of a team that engages 70,000+ Texas A&M and
Blinn College students through a comprehensive ministry. This is a full-time position reporting to
the College Minister.
Position Responsibilities
●

●

●

●

●

Building Leaders: Supports the College Minister in providing vision, leadership, equipping,
and supervision for Ministry Teams, with a particular focus on discipling and training the
Ministry Team Leaders. Additionally, helps organize and lead Team Leader retreats at the
beginning of each semester and Team Leader meetings as scheduled.
Making Disciples: Seeks out and cultivates relationships with college students. Invests in
and disciples several non-team leader students each semester. Is particularly attuned to the
needs and lives of college students and displays an innovative spirit that seeks to engage,
evangelize, disciple, and train college students with excellence and faithfulness.
Driving Execution: Helps organize, implement, and structure communications, meetings,
and events. Additionally, participates in weekly College staff meetings for equipping,
coaching, and planning.
Training Recipient: Learns about faithful leadership and ministry service as a member and
leader at Central Church, including opportunities for observation, coaching, and teaching
and preaching opportunities in a variety of settings.
Shaping Strategy: Supports the College Minister, contributing oversight and guidance to
special projects and strategic initiatives as needed.

Position Profile
●
●

●

●

Character: Has a thriving personal relationship with the Lord.
Experience: This is an entry level position for someone with a call towards long-term
vocational ministry. Possesses deep awareness of the unique dimensions and opportunities
involving campus ministry at Texas A&M and Blinn College.
Relational: Is a people-person who enjoys the outreach aspects of this role,
especially with college students. Engages joyfully and constructively with the church
staff. Embraces the unique dimensions of ministering in the Brazos Valley.
Cultural: Aligns with the beliefs, mission, culture, and values of Central. Sees role for its
unique opportunities, not just a ministry role like others in different contexts.

